Divided differences are enormously useful in developing stable and accurate numerical formulas. For example, programs to compute f(x) -f(y) as might occur in integration, can be notoriously inaccurate. Such problems can be cured by approaching these computations through divided difference formulations. This paper provides a guide to divided difference theory and practice, with a special eye toward the needs of computer algebra systems that should be programmed to deal with these often-messy formulas.
D i v i d e d D i f f e r e n c e s o f A l g e b r a i c F u n c t i o n s
This section 1 is intended to survey aspects of divided differences likely to be pertinent to a computer algebra system. 1This section is based on notes originally produced by W. Kahan for the course Math 228A, Univ. Calif. Berkeley, Fall, 1974
D e f i n i t i o n
Given a function f(~) with a scalar argument ~ we define (f(y) -f ( x ) ) / ( y -x) if x ~ y • f ( ( x , y ) )~ ~f (~) evaluated a t~= x i f x = y with the understanding that whenever possible the division is to be carried out before evaluation in order to avoid the possibility of 0/0 arising when x = y. For example, let ?n be the power function defined by j,n (x) := x n for integer n, positive, negative or zero. Then n j = l
As another example, provided x _> 0 and y > 0, AXV/~, y)) = 1/(x/~ + v/if).
In general we see that Af((x, y)) = Af((y, x)) and f ( x ) = f(y) + (x -y ) A f ( ( x , y ) ) . These equations can be generalized to
• higher order divided differences: zhnf ((w, x , . . 
. , y, z))
• functions of several scalar arguments:
Af((wl, Xl), w2, (w3, x 3 , . . . , y3), x4, (ws, x5),...)
• functions of vector arguments:
f (x) = If(y) + ,~ f ( (y, z) )(x -y) + ,~2 f ( (x, ~, z) )(~ -y)(x -z)
We shall examine these generalizations in order, starting with higher order divided differences of functions with one scalar argument.
. 2 H i g h e r O r d e r D i f f e r e n c e s
Let f ( x ) be an infinitely differentiable function of a scalar variable x. For a set (x) with only one scalar member x we define z~°f((x)) ~ f(x);
and for a set (w, x , . . . , y, z) with n + 1 members, (n + 1 _> 2),
~nf((:~, x,..., y, z))
Y n-kl 
~n -l f ( ( w , x , . . .,y)) --,~n-l f ( ( x , . . . ,y,z)) if w~z , W--Z .~ O~zfln-lf((~,x,...,y)) i f w = z z

1.
This corollary remains true for confluent divided differences (i.e. , when the xj's in (Xl, x 2 , . . . , X~-l, xn) are not all distinct) but the proof requires somewhat more complicated machinery.
Let mi be the number of xj's in (Xl, x2,..., xn-1, xn) with the same value as xi; e.g. for (1, 2, 1, 3, 1), ml = m3 = m5 = 3 and m2 = m4 = 1. Then let Pf(x; ( x l , x 2 , . . . ,Xn-l,xn)) be the polynomial in x of minimal degree which interpolates f with order mi at xi for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n; i.e. ((a,b) ).
T h e o r e m . PS(x; (xl, x 2 , . . . , x~-l , Xn)) is uniquely determined by the foregoing definition as a polynomial in x of degree less than n, and depends only upon the unordered set (Xl, x2,..., xn-1, x~) and f, and for any ordering is given by Newton's Divided Difference formulae:
Too long to give here.
C o r o l l a r y . Same as the previous corollary without requiring distinct xj 's. 
. . fn--X(xl + Oi(Z2 --Xl) + O2(Z3 --X2) + ... + On--I(Xn --Xn--1))
P r o o f . By induction, integrating the previous corollary by parts.
C o r o l l a r y . Ax~-lS((Xl, x2, ... , xn-1, x~)) = V~:-~).' IL {A positively weighted average of S(,~-l)(~) over the smallest interval containing all sj's } and hence bounds upon f(n-1) apply also to ~n -l f. In particular,
Warning: Don't forget the denominator.
Corollary. Taylor series with remainder:
The first n terms provide P f ( x + h; (x, x , . . . , :r)). In other words, whether we difference first with respect to w or first with respect to x does not matter.
However, the analogue of Newton's Divided Difference formula does depend upon the ordering of the variables now in a complicated way. For example, with a function f(w, x) of just two scalar arguments
More generally, P f ( w ; (wl, w2, • • •, win), x; (xl, x2, • • •, x~)) is quite well defined as a polynomial in w and x which interpolates f ( w , x ) for w in (Wl,W2,... ,Wm) and x in ( x l , x 2 , . . . ,xn). Indeed, P f is of degree < m in w and < n in x, with mn coefficients that are determined by mn equations requiring that P f match f at (w~,xj) for i in (1, 2 , . . . , m) and j in (1, 2 , . . . , n). But the remainder f -P f cannot be expressed simply in terms of one divided difference as before. This is why high-order divided differences of functions of several scalar arguments are not much used. We shall return to the remainder problem when we consider divided differences of functions of vector arguments.
As far as the symbolic computation of divided differences is concerned, several scalar arguments pose no new problems not present for one scalar argument. Here is an example: bi-linear interpolation to a function f(w, x): • f((w, w0,w~), (x, xo,z~))
may be advantageous; here P&f(w; (w0, Wl), (x, xo, xl)) is the linear polynomial in w which interpolates Axf(w, (x, x0, Xl)) at w = Wo and w = Wl. Hence we may deduce that the remainder has the form 
. 4 R u l e s
We consider here a collection of rules, analogous to those for differentiation, by which the symbolic computation of divided differences may be simplified.
(a) Linearity.
(e) Power. Let 1 "n be the function 1 "n (x) ~ x n. Then n . .
¢" ((x, vl) = Z x~-~Y'-~
j=l for all integers n, negative included.
Aside: The foregoing eight rules are obviously not independent. If economy of rules is important, we can get by with just the following:
Linearity. If a and ~ are constants,
First Powers.
There are n! versions of this rule corresponding to the permutations of the subscripts in gl, g2,..., gn; by averaging all such versions we may obtain another version of the General Chain Rule which is formally symmetric in x and y. From this chain rule we may deduce the rule above for Implicit Functions, and from these last four rules obtain all the rest by appropriate substitution and recursion. For example, we obtain the product rule by examining 
,~p( (T((), T(~) ) ) I~=~j(~ )
can be computed without fore-ordained cancellation.
(k) Higher order divided differences. If we regard & n -l f ( ( x l , x 2 , . . . , Xn)) as a function of n scalar variables, i.e.
(1)
Since the ordering of the xj's is irrelevant, there are n such formulas.
The series formula for L is displayed to show that the function is defined even if z = 0. If one does not have a suitably accurate program for arctanh, one can nevertheless be provided for L.
Then 2
The formula for S is displayed as a series for the same reasons as given for L above.
Then exp((x, y))
,~x sinh((x, y))
When x and y are substantially separated in value, there is not much advantage, if any, to be gained by using an alternate formula for the divided difference. In the case that the formula based directly on the definition is about as good, as especially if it is less work, we recommend it (see the tangent formula). These formulas work for any real x and y. Let if z = 0 otherwise
T2(z) := tan(z)lz
Again, we provide a formula for H displayed as a series for the same reasons as above. (There is a series for T2 as well; however, the closed form involves Bernoulli numbers. It begins 1 + x2/3 + 2x4/15 + 17x6/315 + "" "-)
Then A~ sin((x, y))
,~ cos((x, y)) ~tan((x,y))
i f x = y if t a n x t a n y > -1 / 2 otherwise
Note. &L((x, y)), ,~S((x, y)), and ~H((x, y)) have no known simple forms free from both symbolic division and infinite series. This makes higher-order differences of trigonometric, logarithmic, or exponential/hyperbolic forms problematical.
Inverse Trigonometric Functions.
There are a variety of forms possible here. (Some of these below can be found in Gradshteyn [3] section 1.625).
They can be derived with some algebra and trigonometric simplifications by considering (for example), the solution of sin(arcsin(x).-arcsin(y)) = z by expansion of sin(a + b) and simplification of the resulting forms (like sin(arccos(x))). Other choices can be made -for example solving tan(arcsin(x) -arcsin(y)) = z for a different form. If x and y are sufficiently far apart, it may be simpler to use the definition of the divided difference itself.
In each case it is necessary to consider the effects of cancellation for loss of significance, as well as possible problems with domains for choice of the appropriate branch of the inverse. The following formulas are valid for -1 _< x, y < 1. Establishing the validity of the formulas in the complex plane is difficult, and somewhat to our disappointment, computer algebra systems have not been much help. We believe that the second formula for arcsin can be used for all complex x and y except if x 2 > 1 or y2
a r c t a n ( (~) ( u +~) &arcsinh((x, y))
There is no guarantee at all that there is a compact, efficient, and more-accurate alternative form for the divided difference of a function. Examination ,of "addition formulas" may provide some suggestions for divided differences of additional special functions. Among these, however, Bessel (or related Cylinder) functions are not particularly promising. In accordance with a theorem of Weierstrass (cited by Watson [10] section 11.1), it is not possible to express J~ (x + y) as an algebraic function of J~ (x) and J,, (y). There are Jacobi elliptic function addition formulas but they are sufficiently more complicated than the ones we have exploited for hyperbolic and trigonometric functions that very simple results are unlikely to emerge. numerically. However, we wish to avoid finding the solutions with x = y because they are trivial (x = y = ±1, z = 1). To prevent the numerical method from converging to these solutions we replace (c) Examples of divided differences for applications in interpolation, quadrature, or approximation are generally covered by standard texts on numerical analysis or finite differences. Observe that there is no cancellation in the denominator. Actually we get zfl exp((x+error, 0)) where x+error = ln(X) = ln(e*rounded), but this is not a problem here.
Without this trick we might easily lose half the figures carried, or more.
O t h e r N o t a t i o n s
Notations for divided differences are nowhere near standardized, and suffer from anomalies. ,y) ) would be typed Dvd({z in {x,y]-, z^n+z^m). We work with a variant of this notation in section 3. We wish to define a divided difference zhf((x, y)) which will satisfy certain relations: ~f ( ( x , y ) ) .
Vector Arguments
(1) f(x) = f(y) +
(x --y)
This does not define &f ((x, y) This does not define Axf uniquely either; the last two examples above satisfy (2) and yet are different in general.
Rather than add abstract relations and deduce a formula, let us leap ahead and state the principal purpose which such divided differences must serve. Analogous to the Taylor series
f ( x + h ) = f ( x ) + f ( x ) . h + 21-f"(x)
-h . h + . . .
n 1 1)!f(n_l)(x ) "tt" ~. . h -t (~ -
. . 
+-:[-(f(") (x) + e~(x, h) ) " b " h . . . h
f(x) = f(a) + & f ( ( a , b ) ) . ( x -a ) + ,~2 f ( ( a , b , c ) ) . ( x -a ) . ( x -b ) + . . . + & n -l f ( ( a , b , . . . , p , q ) ) . ( x -a). ( x -b)... ( x -p ) + &~f ( ( a , b , . . . , p , q , x ) ) . (x -a) . (x -b) ... i x -p)(x -q).
Just as f(n)(x) is a symmetric multi-linear operator (linear in each of n vector arguments and independent of their order) so should we wish to have &f((xo, X l , . . . , xn)) symmetric and linear in n arguments, and we should also like to ensure that c~ • f ((xo, xl,...,x~_l,y,y)) = ~,~Y((x0,zl,...,~-l,y) ) too in order to preserve continuity in a simple way. The upshot of these requirements turns out to be a unique definition of divided differences, namely Hermite's formula
However, there is a disagreeable aspect to this formula; even if f(x) is a rational function of the elements of x, & f may be non-rational, even transcendental, e. g. f ( : l ) = ~-~2 implies
Therefore, except for polynomial functions of vector arguments, divided differences with vector arguments will not be easy to use explicitly; they will probably be more often estimated (bounded) than computed.
A Taste of Some Applications to Integration
Recall that our ambition is to provide techniques that can be applied by a computer algebra system to manipulate formulas "sight unseen" so they will be more efficient and accurate considered as numerical recipes. Here are some examples with obvious application to the domain of symbolic integration [2] .
. 1
D i f f e r e n c e o f A r c t a n g e n t s The formulas q and r are mathematically equivalent provided that l + a b > 0; otherwise q -r --sign(b)m However, the formula for r trades the computation of one arctangent for three arithmetic operations, and so evaluation of r is likely to be faster. A more important consideration may be the fact that q and r differ significantly in numerical properties when a is relatively close to b. In particular, using 16 decimal digits (double precision on a DEC VAX2), let a--1.O x l0 s, b = a + 1; then q = 8.32... x 10 -17, r = 9.99... x 10 -17. AS it happens, q is wrong in even the first digit, but r is good to about 16 digits. The trouble with q is that cancellation leaves nothing but the rounding errors in the two arctangents. In r, the cancellation is harmless.
. D i f f e r e n c e o f L o g a r i t h m s
Consider ~b _-logb -loga.
!dx x Let a = 1.0 x 1014 , b = a + 1. Using IEEE double precision and a version of the logarithm function in a UNIX operating system we compute log(b) -log(a) = 7.105427357601002 x 10 -15. We can also directly compute log(b/a) = 9.992007221626359 x 10 -15. And we can directly compute from the Macsyma [6] computer algebra system using either of the two programs below, the answer 9.99999999999995 x 10 -15 which is correct to all 16 digits. dlog(x,y):= if (x/y < 0.5) or (2 < x/y) then log(x/y) else 2 * a t a n h ( ( x -y ) / ( x + y ) ) $ These kinds of repairs are easy in any computer algebra system (where the results of symbolic integrations might be first produced). A program equivalent to the first of these techniques using the Mathematica computer algebra system [11] For specificity, we provide a few simple Macsyma [6] programs for dealing with a polynomial p expressed as an array of coefficients. The program p evaluates the polynomial; dpl computes the divided difference of p; p o l y 2 a r r a y converts the usual infix notation for a polynomial into an array of coefficients; and finally, dp puts these pieces together. That is, given a polynomial p(z) := aoz ~ + alz ~-1 + . . . + an, dp first places the coefficients {ai} of p(z) in an array %a, then computes a divided difference dpl (x, y ,%a,n) where n= degree(p,z). This result is then multiplied by (x -y) to obtain a value for p(x) -p(y). However, the order of calculations in dp makes the last operation a multiplication rather than an addition or subtraction, promoting accuracy. /* dp(x,y,p) evaluates p(x)-p(y) accurately, given p=p(z) */ dp(x,y,p) := (x-y)*dpl(x,y,poly2array(p,z.) ,hipow(p,z))$
The usual meaning of all the operations here would be to provide explicit computation on floating-point numbers. However, since we are actually dealing with a symbolic computation system we are not restricted to numerical coefficients, and can perform this transformation on polynomials with non-numeric coefficients. With this interpretation, we can try, for example, dp (x, y, az 2 + bz + c). This evaluates to (x -y) (a y + a x + b), giving us a "symbolic proof" that --if we were doing the calculations exactly instead of approximately --we would be computing exactly the required function.
In the spirit of using divided differences within the context of automatic symbol manipulation, the reader should notice the resemblance of the programs p and dpl. One might (correctly) conclude that derivation of dpl from p could be done without human intervention. We can try some examples. Consider the polynomial of degree 10: 
t(z) := T(z)-u(z);
S ( z ) := ( z -S ) . ( z -2 ) ;
s(z) := S(z).t(z); R(z) := ( z -7 ) . ( z -3 ) ; r(z) := R(z).s(z); Q(z) := ( z -6 ) -( z -4 ) ; q(z) := Q ( z ) . r ( z ) ;
p(z) := ( z -5 ) . q ( z ) .
When we difference this program and observe that (where we use the operator notation 1 "n (x) := x n)
Ax ( This sequence produces Ap = 2880 to 11 significant decimal figures on that 12-digit calculator.
The production of such pleasant results requires unlikely symmetries in the polynomial, but there are general methods for improving evaluation accuracy based on analysis of nearby polynomial zeros (see Meszteny and Witzgall [7] ). 
Evaluation of the polynomial differences in the numerator can be performed by the method of section 2.3, using the divided-difference program dpl, and factoring out the (x -y). That is, if 1N is the list of coefficients in N, degN is the degree of N, and similarly for D, a formula for evaluation of R ( x ) -R(y) looks like -dpl(x,y,iD,degD)*(N(x)+N(y))).
Evaluation of the non-differenced polynomials D(x), D(y), N(x), N(y) can be done by Horner's Rule or the method suggested by Meszteny and Witzgall [7] . As can be seen, the fundamental idea is again that of factoring out (x -y) so that the computation of the numerator ends with a multiplication rather than an addition or subtraction.
D i f f e r e n c e o f Sparse P o l y n o m i a l s
The routine reformulation of the difference of sparse polynomials by the methods indicated above can spawn substantially more computation than is actually necessary.
For example, consider p(x) -p(y) --x 1°24 -ylO24. If the program equivalent to dp above were executed, it would involve some 2047 multiplications. By computing z l°24 by ten squarings of z, we can compute p(x) -p ( y ) in 20 multiplications. This is inaccurate when x is very near y but requires far less work. There is another way to compute p(x, y) accurately and fast and, suitably extended, it can be applied to sparse polynomials generally.
Observe that x ~°24 -ylO24 can be expressed e~s Also observe that by computing x 2, x 4, etc., by successive squaring, not much waste is involved in computing the factors, and the "extra" cost for additions and multiplications is proportional to the logarithm of the power. Evaluating this expression requires only 28 multiplications.
The power need not be a power of two: Two multiplications suffice to compute z 3 -= z. z 2, and two multiplications suffice to compute which is a consequence of the chain rule for divided differences.
Given a program to compute x n (by repeated squaring, addition chains, etc.) these techniques can be (automatically) applied to produce an appropriate divided difference program.
Divided Difference Manipulation
In this section we discuss in more detail the development of sample programs for rearranging formulas in accordance with the various suggested forms, and how they fit together. Although we are using Macsyma here, virtually any computer algebra system with a suitable floating-point computation model could be used for this purpose.
We emphasize that the true objective, by and large, for divided difference manipulation should NOT be merely, as it is in the formulas in section 1, another algebraic expression. The objective should be to develop a subroutine or program fragment that may indeed have intermediate expressions computed and re-used, and may have decision points that depend on numerical inequalities. Such a program would, over a large class of inputs, provide efficient and accurate values for a divided difference expression.
While it is possible (and some might argue, especially convenient) in Macsyma and its underlying system, Lisp, to write "program-writing programs" such meta-programs are not particularly easy to read (Although the interested reader might refer to Norvig [9] for examples of this technique). Instead we illustrate via a suite of programs how perform symbolic rearrangements that, by and large return mere expressions. These can then be turned into programs. The expressions have an implied order of evaluation that will, we hope, be faithfully followed. An attempt to algebraically "simplify" such expressions may lead to disaster with respect to our objectives. We concentrate in the remainder of this paper on scalar first-order differences, with a nod to higher-order differences. The difficulties of vector-valued functions, notationally and computationally suggest that any general approach will just bog down in details, and are not pursued here.
Scalar Expressions
This program assists in the production of a divided difference from a scalar expression of one variable. The p~ogram will in some cases have to be interactive because there are, in general, a number of ways in which a divided difference may be expressed, and they are each about equally plausible.
The simplest program dd±v(f,z,x,y) is used to compute an explicit expression for ~f ((x, y) ), where f is an expression that depends explicitly on the variable z. The parameters x and y are presumably also atomic variables, and they must not occur explicitly in f (Technically, they do not occur "free" in :f).
The output g is an expression (x -y)g = .f(x) -f(y).
If' possible, g will be an ordinary algebraic expression. If, however, there are representations of arbitrary functions, then g will contain divided difference components. Such functions will look like "Dvd" forms of sections 2. In the parlance of Macsyma, this is the "noun" form of the divided difference. put(cos,lambda([x,y],-sin((x+y)/2)*auxh(x-y)),ddivprog)$ put(cosh,lambda([x,y], sinh((x+y)/2)*auxs(x-y)),ddivprog)$ put(tan,lambda([x,y],cos((x+y)/2)(auxh(x-y)/cos(x)/cos(y))),ddivprog)$
Put(tanh••ambda([x•y]•(••(tanh((x+y)/2))^2)*auxs(x•.y)/c•sh((
, 2/(x+y)*subst(z=(x-y)/(x+y),i/z*atanh(z)))), ddivprog)$ /* etc for asin, acos, asinh, acosh, ats_nh */
Scalar Examples
In the interests of saving space, we show the answers not as they would appear on the screen, but how they appear after being processed by the TEX typesetting system. /* compute and r e a r r a n g e t h e r e s u l t */ (D12) (F(10) -9 F(9) + 36 F (8) 
C o n c l u s i o n s
Computer algebra systems can give exact answers as formulas. But if these formulas are going to be used for numerical evaluation, it is not sufficient that they be exact! They should be expressed with a view toward efficient and accurate computation. Ideally, manipulation programs should be written with such an end use in mind. If not, it is still possible in some cases to have the answers as currently produced "post-processed" by another program to re-express the results in arithmetically desirable forms, as illustrated here.
For specific problems such as those appearing as the result of rational function integration, where the answers are in terms of arctangents and logarithms plus rationals functions, we have suggested reformulations of the typical results. We give a more detailed explanation of exactly these cases and other hazards in using the result of integration programs, elsewhere [2] .
One might assume that these reformulations require additional arithmetic steps, but these transformations generally use about the same amount of computation (and sometimes less) when compared to the naive approaches. Observe that we have in general tried to replace an expression in normal "mathematical notation" by a p r o g r a m (in some programming language). The two will not necessarily resemble each other superficially.
More work should be done in the synthesis of symbolic and numerical computing not only in the context of integration, but in any area in which tedious reformulation and manipulation of symbolic information results in executable code. The recent interesting results collected Griewank and Corliss [4] on automatic differentiation constitute additional particularly relevant targets for divided difference techniques.
As symbolic manipulation programs become more readily available to persons generating scientific programs, we hope that material such as is contained in this paper will be incorporated'into standard libraries of symbolic routines, much as there are libraries of numeric routines.
In this paper our intent has not been to present an exhaustive list of transformations that would be of interest for such a library. Our intent has been instead to awaken awareness of these transformations, and illustrate a few key ones. Automation of these transformations (for example to completely "compile" an arbitrary program h(z) into a divided-difference version dh(x,y)) requires .addressing a number of subtleties that are beyond the scope of this paper.
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